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**Paulien Dresscher** is, since 1994, an independent curator, researcher, writer and educator in the field of culture and digital media on the cross roads of theory and practice. Currently, she is part of the Steering Committee of PublicSpaces and curates the interactive programme of the Nederlands Film Festival and the art programme Into the Great Wide Open. Since 2015, she has been affiliated with Utrecht University, teaching Media Philosophy and Screen Cultures, and she joined the Fontys School of Fine and Performing Arts in 2018 as a researcher on Creative Industries. She is also part of the Advisory Board of the Dutch Literature Fund, Amsterdam Art Fund (AFK), and Stichting Cultuur Eindhoven. Dresscher has worked as a commissioner and curator with artists like Marshmallow, Laser Feast, Rosa Menkman, Theodore Watson, Emily Watson, Daito Manabe, Kyle McDonald, Ruairi Glynn, Chris Sugrue, Golan Levin, Zach Lieberman, and many others.

**Kate Durbin** is a Los Angeles-based artist and writer. She makes films, new media work, and does performance art in public spaces and online. Works include *Hello Selfie* (2012–2015), which she performed for the Pulse Art Fair in Miami with Transfer Gallery, in Union Square with Transfer Gallery, in Los Angeles with Perform Chinatown, and with Arts Queensland in Australia. Other recent work includes: *Unfriend Me Now!* (2019) about Facebook’s rhetorical wars over the 2016 US Presidential election; *The Supreme Gentleman* (2015–2016) about Isla Vista shooter Elliot
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Marius Foley is the Program Manager of the Master of Design Futures in the RMIT School of Design. The Master of Design Futures is grounded in the principles of human-centred design and the various practices that are emerging, such as Service, Strategic, Transdisciplinary, and Transition Design. Marius has an interest in what design brings to leadership in contemporary, networked, and multi-disciplinary situations. His research centres on co-creative and collaborative practices, innovation, and the influence of human-centred design across diverse sectors including design education; design engagements with aged care and approaches to death; and design and media innovation, especially in rural and remote communities.

Ragan Glover-Rijkse is a doctoral student in the Communication, Rhetoric, and Digital Media (CRDM) program and an affiliate of the Mobile Gaming Research Lab at NC State University. Her research focusses on the intersections between mobile media, mobilities, infrastructures, and space/place. She is the co-editor of the book Hybrid Spaces: Crossing Boundaries in Game Design, Player Identities, and Play Spaces (2020, with Adriana de Souza e Silva). In addition to her research, Glover-Rijkse teaches courses on mobile media, media history and theory, and media writing in the Department of Communication at NC State.

Edgar Gómez Cruz is a Senior Lecturer in Media (Digital Cultures) in the School of the Arts and Media at the UNSW in Sydney. He has published widely on a number of topics relating to digital culture, particularly in the areas of digital photography, digital ethnography, and visual methods.

Helen Grace established the MA Program in Visual Culture Studies at the Chinese University of Hong Kong and then moved to National Central University, Taiwan, where she taught cinema studies and new media studies. She is a photographer, filmmaker, and new media producer. Her books include Culture, Aesthetics and Affect in Ubiquitous Media: The Prosaic Image (2014) and she co-edited Technovisuality: Cultural Re-Enchantment and the Experience of Technology (2016).

Jaz Hee-jeong Choi is the Director of the Care-full Design Lab and Vice-Chancellor’s Senior Research Fellow in School of Design, RMIT, Australia. As a transdisciplinary researcher, her approach to urban sustainability recognises play and care as the core of transformational encounters in cities as complex cyberphysical networks. Her current research and practice explore care-full design for liveable and equitable urban futures across three inter-related domains: self-care and mutual aid, creative and impactful research methods, and co-creative urban transformation. Choi has published in books and journals across disciplines, and given keynote presentations at major international conferences including the inaugural Global Social Economy Forum in 2013 and the 2010 UNESCO Creative Cities Conference.

Leah Heiss is a designer and RMIT researcher working at the nexus of design, health, and technology. Her wearable health technologies include Diabetes Jewellery, biosignal sensing emergency jewellery, and swallowable devices to detect disease. Facett, the world’s first modular hearing aid that Leah designed for Blamey Sauber’s ears won the 2018 Good Design Award and the CSIRO Design Innovation Award. Leah’s work is part of Museums Victoria heritage collection, and she has exhibited at galleries locally and globally. She teaches at RMIT’s Master of Design Futures, and her teaching practice focusses on health sector innovation.
Drew Hemment is an artist, designer, and academic researcher. He is a Chancellor’s Fellow at Edinburgh Futures Institute and has been recognized by awards from the arts, technology, and business sectors including the STARTS Prize, Lever Prize and Prix Ars Electronica. He founded *FutureEverything* in 1995 and was Creative Director for 23 years. Drew develops collaborative and interdisciplinary forms for research, in which building communities of interest are integral. He is an Editorial Board member for *Leonardo* journal of art, science and technology, and member of the Citizens’ Observatories Community Activity of the intergovernmental Group on Earth Observations (GEO), which is leading a worldwide effort to build a Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS).

Julia M. Hildebrand is an Assistant Professor of Communication at Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, Florida. She holds a PhD in Communication, Culture, and Media from Drexel University. Her research lies at the intersection of critical media studies and mobilities research with a special interest in visual communication and mobile technologies. She has published in journals such as *Media, Culture & Society*, *Digital Culture & Society* and *Mobile Media & Communication*.

Sam Hinton is a senior lecturer in digital media and runs the digital media program at the University of Canberra, Australia. With Larissa Hjorth, he is co-author of the second edition of *Understanding Social Media* (2019). His work relates to the social and technical aspects of games, game production and social media.

Larissa Hjorth is a digital ethnographer, artist, Distinguished Professor and director of the Design & Creative Practice ECP platform at RMIT University. Hjorth studies the socio-cultural dimensions of mobile media and plays practices in the Asia-Pacific region with an emphasis on interdisciplinary, collaborative, and cross-cultural approaches. She has published a dozen co-authored books, edited over a dozen Handbooks/Companions and has over 40 journal articles. Hjorth’s books include *Creative Practice Ethnographies* (with Harris, Jungnickel and Coombs 2020), *Ambient Play* (with Richardson 2020), *Haunting Hands* (with Cumiskey 2017), *Screen Ecologies* (with Pink, Sharp, and Williams 2016), *Digital Ethnography* (Pink et al. 2016), *Gaming in Locative, Social and Mobile Media* (with Richardson 2014), *Understanding Social Media* (with Hinton 2013, 2019), *Online@AsiaPacific* (with Arnold 2013), *Games & Gaming* (2010), and *Mobile Media in the Asia-Pacific* (2009).

Cat Hope is a composer, sound artist, musician, and performance artist whose practice examines the corporeality of sound in different ways. Hope founded and co-edited *Sound Scripts: Proceedings of the Inaugural Totally Huge New Music Festival Conference* (2005), and her subsequent paper “Mobile Art/Sound Art” (2007) was one of the first on sound art in mobile media. Hope has also created a range of mobile media sound art works exhibited worldwide, as well as instrumental music works that engage digital graphic notations and related technologies that have been featured at ISEA and other festivals worldwide. Hope is the co-author of *Digital Art—An Introduction to New Media* (2014) and Professor of Music at Monash University in Melbourne, Australia. http://www.cathope.com/.

Brian House is an artist who investigates more-than-human temporalities. His work has been exhibited by New York’s Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), Los Angeles based The Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA), Cincinnati Contemporary Arts Center, Beall Center, Center for Art and Media Karlsruhe (ZKM), Ars Electronica, and Transmediale, among others, and has been featured in publications including *The New York Times* Magazine, *TIME, WIRED, Neural, Creative Applications, Hyperallergic, and Creator’s Project*. He is currently a Mellon Associate Research Scholar at Columbia University’s Center for Spatial Research. http://brianhouse.net.
Erkki Huhtamo is a media archaeologist, historian, and exhibition curator and works as a professor at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA), Departments of Design Media Arts, and Film, Television, and Digital Media. He received his PhD in cultural history from the University of Turku, Finland. Huhtamo is an internationally renowned media historian and theorist and is also a specialist in the history and aesthetics of media arts. He is one of the founders of media archaeology. Recent books include *Media Archaeology: Approaches, Applications, and Implications* (edited with Jussi Parikka, University of California Press 2011), *Illusions in Motion: Media Archaeology of the Moving Panorama and Related Spectacles* (The MIT Press 2013), and *How to Dismantle a Fairy Engine? Media Archaeology as Topos Study* (forthcoming).

Lee Humphreys, is an Associate Professor of Communication at Cornell University where she studies the social uses and perceived effects of communication technology.

Troy Innocent is an artist, academic, and educator investigating playful wayfinding to reimagine cities. His non-objective art practice explores abstractions drawn from urban space expressed in works of code, sculpture, animation, sound, and installation. Innocent’s interactive artworks use invented languages to create constructed worlds, exploring the potential of mixed realities to manifest new ways of being. This approach is also central to his public art practice through “urban codemaking”—a system he developed for situating play in cities such as Melbourne, Istanbul, Sydney and Hong Kong. He co-founded the digital arts collective Cyber Dada in 1989, and through pioneering works such as Idea-ON>!, has significantly contributed to the Australian new media arts practice during the 1990s. Innocent is represented by Anna Pappas Gallery.

Kat Jungnickel is a senior lecturer in the sociology department at Goldsmiths, University of London, where she teaches critical social theory, science and technology studies, and practises research methods. She codirects the Methods Lab and Digital World Making groups, which experiment with inventive ways of doing social research. Her research is concerned with invention, mobilities (particularly cycling), gender, DIY and DIT (do-it-together) technology cultures, and creative research transmissions. Recent publications include *Bikes & Bloomers: Victorian Women Inventors and Their Extraordinary Cycle Wear* (Goldsmiths Press 2018) and *Transmissions: Critical Tactics for Making and Communicating Research* (The MIT Press 2019). She is currently working on a five-year European Research Council funded project called Politics of Patents: Re-imagining Citizenship via Clothing Inventions 1820–2020. More about her research can be found at www.katjungnickel.com.

Fumitoshi Kato, is a Communication Professor at the Faculty of Environment and Information Studies, Keio University, Japan. His research interests include communication theory, media studies, socio-cultural impacts of new technologies, and qualitative research methods. He is especially interested in the use of camera phones in the context of place-making and community development. For the past 15 years, he has been conducting field research in various local communities in Japan, with a primary focus on the notion of mobile learning.

Sybille Lammes is a Professor of New Media and Digital Culture at Leiden University’s Centre for the Arts in Society (LUCAS). She has been a visiting Senior Research Fellow at The University of Manchester and has worked as a researcher at the Centre for Interdisciplinary Methodologies at the University of Warwick, as well as the media-studies departments of Utrecht University and the University of Amsterdam. Her background is in media-studies and play-studies, which she has always approached from an interdisciplinary angle, including cultural studies, science and technology studies, postcolonial studies, and critical geography.
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**Klare Lanson** is a performance poet and artist researcher. In the 1990s, Lanson was a curator of artist-run spaces, helped set up Australia's first internet café, worked on the visual arts program for the Adelaide Festival of the Arts, and directed the contemporary arts organization Umbrella Studios. Her PhD research at RMIT University investigates the mobility of digital parenting through speculative creative practice methods, mobile media studies, and the philosophy of sound and listening. Recent collaborative art projects are #wanderingcloud (2012–2015), Commute (2013–2017), and a mobile media art ethnography entitled TouchOn/TouchOff (2017). Publications include Digital Cultures & Society (2019), Min-a-rets Poetry Journal (2018), thephonebook.com (2002), Cordite Poetry Review, Overland Journal, Realtime Arts, and she was also co-editor of the 40-year-old Australian literary anthology Going Down Swinging.

**Amparo Lasén** is Professor of Sociology at the University Complutense de Madrid and member of the research group Sociología Ordinaria. Her research focuses on digital mediations, especially in relationship with mobile media, affectivity, the configuration of contemporary subjectivities, intimacies, and everyday life. Prior to her current position, she was the Vodafone Surrey Scholar at the Digital World Research Centre (DWRC) of Surrey University, where she conducted cross-cultural research on mobile phone uses and practices. She has been academic visitor at the Department of Sociology of the LSE and researcher of the CEAQ (Centre d’Études de l’Actuel et du Quotidien) Paris V-La Sorbonne.

**Jacina Leong** is an artist-curator. Over the past decade, she has worked in a range of hybrid new media spaces—to vision, develop, and deliver a diverse range of transdisciplinary engagement program via collaborative, experimental, and site-responsive processes. Most recently, Leong was curator for Robotronica (Brisbane), project lead and founding member (with Linda Knight) of the Guerrilla Knowledge Unit (Brisbane and Linz), guest facilitator of the Future Innovators Summit (Ars Electronica Tokyo Initiative 2018), and co-curator of the provocation, Curating in the Age of Automation as part of the Doing Digital Methods: Interdisciplinary Interventions Conference in Kyoto (2018). She is currently a PhD candidate at RMIT University.

**Golan Levin** is an artist, composer, performer, and engineer with an interest in new modes of reactive expression. Levin focuses on the design of systems for the creation, manipulation, and performance of audiovisual works, as part of his interest in formal languages of interactivity and nonverbal communication in cybernetic systems.

**Brian Massumi** is the author of numerous works across philosophy, political theory, and art theory. His publications include 99 Theses on the Revaluation of Value: A Postcapitalist Manifesto (University of Minnesota Press 2018), Semblance and Event: Activist Philosophy and the Occurrent Arts (MIT Press 2013), and Parables for the Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation (Duke University Press 2002).

**Nancy Mauro-Flude** is an artist driven by the demystification of technology and the “mystification” that lie in and through the performance of the machinic assemblage. “Gray magics, hijackings, driftings and seizures of power are many of the sensitive and subversive subterfuges by which her projects urge, twist and explore the aesthetic politic of the open source spirit” (Goldenburg 2014). She has published, devised, and curated extensively within the field of experimental art. Mauro-Flude is also a founder of the feminist server stack Despoinas Media Coven and faculty member of the Digital Media programme at the School of Design, RMIT Australia. http://sister0.org/.
Lauren McCarthy is an LA-based artist examining social relationships in the midst of surveillance, automation, and algorithmic living. She is the creator of p5.js, an open-source programming language with over 1.5 million users, for learning creative expression through code online.

Kelli McCluskey and Steve Bull are co-artistic directors of pvi collective, founded in Perth, Australia in 1998. pvi is a tactical media art group that creates agitational participatory artworks intent on the creative disruption of everyday life. They use gameplay alongside emerging, familiar, and DIY technology to explore the social dynamics of the urban experience. Over the years, they have created playfully subversive performances and interventions that invite genuine engagement, transforming perceptions of space, cities, and environment. Recent artworks include tiny revolutions (2019) and disobedience rules (2018). https://pvicollective.com/.

Caitlin McGrane is a feminist researcher and activist. She is a PhD candidate in the Digital Ethnography Research Centre at RMIT University. Her research investigates the gendered uses, practices, and impacts of locative media for women's feelings around security. McGrane has previously researched how witnessing anti-feminist harassment can affect individuals' willingness to participate in online spaces and publicly identify as feminist. As an activist, she leads Gender Equity Victoria’s Online Active Bystander Project, which helps to challenge gendered harassment and online abuse by encouraging bystanders to take an active role on social media.

Shannon McMullen and Fabian Winkler work as an artist duo whose collaborative art practice engages issues in contemporary culture at the intersection of nature, technology, and social enquiry. They combine their backgrounds in new media art and sociology to produce speculative social spaces and time-based installations. In 2016, Ars Electronica listed their collaborative practice in an international overview of artist working at the intersection of Art and Science. McMullen and Winkler are Associate Professors at Purdue University in West Lafayette, IN, USA, with appointments in the Department of Art and Design (McMullen, Winkler) and the American Studies Program (McMullen).

Joshua McWhirter is a writer, audio producer, and urbanist based in Brooklyn, NY. He is an editor for Failed Architecture, an independent foundation and digital publication seeking to reconnect architecture with the real world.

Daniel Palmer is Professor and Associate Dean of Research and Innovation in the School of Art at RMIT University, Melbourne. His books include Photography and Collaboration: From Conceptual Art to Crowdsourcing (Bloomsbury 2017); Digital Light (Open Humanities Press, 2015), edited with Sean Cubitt and Nathaniel Tkacz; The Culture of Photography in Public Space (Intellect 2015), edited with Anne Marsh and Melissa Miles; Twelve Australian Photo Artists (Piper Press 2009), co-authored with Blair French and Photogenic (Centre for Contemporary Photography 2005).

Luisa Paraguai is an artist and researcher at the Master Program in Language, Media and Arts, and faculty member at the Faculty of Visual Arts, Pontifical Catholic University of Campinas, Brazil. She studied Civil Engineering and Computing at the University of São Paulo and received her masters and doctoral degree at the Department of Multimedia, Institute of Arts, Unicamp, Brazil. Previously a post-doctoral Advanced Research Associate in the M-Node Planetary Collegium, NABA, Italy, Paraguai has also participated in many exhibitions such as #EmMeio8.0 2016 and #EmMeio10.0 2018, 4D Interactive Computational Art 2004, Cinetic_Digital—Itaú Cultural 2005,
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Esther Polak and Ivar van Bekkum are the artist-couple PolakVanBekkum. Routed in the history of the Dutch realistic landscape depiction, they express personal experiences of movement and space. Their projects are often informed by collaborations with participants, be it humans, animals or even the rays of the sun. Over recent years, the pair have developed a cinematographic method for synchronizing audio recordings with mapped routes. www.polakvanbekkum.com/.

Gilbertto Prado is an artist and coordinator of the Group Poéticas Digitais. He studied Engineering and Visual Arts at the University of Campinas, Brazil and in 1994 obtained his PhD in Arts at the University Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne. Prado has participated in several art exhibitions in Brazil and abroad. Prizes include 9º Prix Móbius International des Multimédias (Beijing 2001) and 6º Prêmio Sergio Motta de Arte e Tecnologia (2006). He works with art in networks and interactive installations. Currently, he is Professor at the Post-Graduate Programs of Visual Arts at the Communication and Arts School at the University of São Paulo and Design at the University Anhembi Morumbi. www.gilberttoprado.net/.

Ingrid Richardson is Associate Professor in the School of Arts at Murdoch University, Western Australia. She has a broad interest in the human-technology relation and has published on the cultural and phenomenological effects of games and mobile media, digital ethnography and innovative research methods, urban screens, wearable technologies, virtual and augmented reality, remix culture, and web-based content creation and distribution.

Martin Rieser is both an academic and visual artist. His interactive film installations and mobile media works have been shown around the world, including Understanding Echo shown in Japan 2002, Hosts Bath Abbey 2006, Secret Door Invideo Milan 2006, The Street RMIT Gallery Melbourne 2008/ISEA Belfast 2009, Secret Garden Phoenix Square 2012/Taipei 2013, and RUR at Glyndebourne in 2014 for REFRAME at the University of Sussex. He has taught extensively since 1998 and was visiting Professor in the Digital Creativity Research Cluster at the University of the West of England 2012–2014, and Professor of Digital Creativity at De Montfort University’s Institute of Creative Technologies 2007–2012. Rieser edited New Screen Media: Cinema/Art/Narrative (BFI/ZKM 2002), which combined a DVD of current research and practice in this area together with critical essays, and The Mobile Audience: Media Art and Mobile Technologies (Rodopi 2011). www.martinrieser.com

Matthew Riley, is a designer, researcher, and academic in animation, games, and interactivity at RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia who has received international and national recognition for his practice and research. Riley has exhibited at galleries and events including Australian Centre for the Moving Image, Monash University Museum of Art, Centre for Contemporary Photography, and Field 36. He been invited to speak at numerous conferences, festivals, and institutions including the London College of Communication (United Kingdom), xCoAx (Porto), the Society for Animation Studies (Melbourne), CODE (Melbourne), Digital Interventions (Perth), Freeplay Independent Games Festival (Melbourne), ISEA (Dubai and Hong Kong), NHK Japanese Broadcasting Corporation (Tokyo), Kajanni University of Applied Sciences (Finland), and the Milia Conference (Cannes).

Teri Rueb is an artist whose work combines sound and site using mobile media. She is best known for having established the form of GPS-based interactive installations, sometimes referred to as “locative
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media,” as early as 1997. Rueb’s work became a reference for generations of newer locative media artists interested in exploring the relationship between spaces, location-based technologies, and mobility. She has lectured and presented her work worldwide at venues including Ars Electronica, SIGGRAPH, Transmediale, The New Museum of Contemporary Art, Kiasma Museum, and IRCAM. She has been nominated for numerous awards including the CalArts Alpert Award, Rockefeller New Media Fellowships, and the Boston ICA Foster Prize. Rueb completed her doctoral degree at the Harvard University Graduate School of Design in 2011, where her research addressed constructions of landscape and subjectivity in mobile network culture. She is currently Professor and Chair of the Department of Critical Media Practices at the University of Colorado, Boulder.

Max Schleser is Senior Lecturer in Film and Television at Swinburne University of Technology (Melbourne, Australia), Adobe Education Leader, Co-founder of the Mobile Innovation Network & Association (www.mina.pro), and Screening Director of the International Mobile Innovation Screening & Festival. Max’s expertise is Immersive Media and Creative Arts 4.0 with a focus on Cinematic VR and interactive filmmaking. His research explores Screen Production, Emerging Media and smartphones for community engagement, creative transformation, and transmedia storytelling.


Mimi Sheller, is Professor of Sociology and founding Director of the Center for Mobilities Research and Policy at Drexel University in Philadelphia. She is founding co-editor of the journal Mobilities and past President of the International Association for the History of Transport, Traffic, and Mobility. She helped to establish the interdisciplinary field of mobilities research. She is author or co-editor of ten books, including most recently Mobility Justice: The Politics of Movement in an Age of Extremes (Verso 2018), Aluminum Dreams: The Making of Light Modernity (MIT Press 2014), and forthcoming Island Futures (Duke University Press).

Duncan Speakman is a composer and sound artist based at the Pervasive Media Studio in Bristol. He creates narrative sound-led experiences that engage audiences in uncontrolled public and private space. He regularly creates bespoke work internationally including installations on trains in Guangzhou, loudspeaker symphonies in New Zealand, audio walks in Saitama, and sound installations in Porto; he has also recently developed a number of hybrid print/digital experiments. His current research is in the relationship between locative urban audio experiences and contemporary ecology, wrapping the questions in melancholy and romance. He set up and directed the arts collective Circumstance from 2010 to 2017 with Sarah Anderson and Emilie Grenier, later joined by Tom Abba. He continues now as a solo artist and researcher.

Victoria Szabo is an Associate Research Professor of Visual and Media Studies at Duke University. She studies and creates digital archives, apps, and extended reality experiences for cultural heritage and artistic applications. She is a member of the Wired! Lab for Digital Art History & Visual Culture, the Psychasthenia Studio art collective, and currently leads the ACM SIGGRAPH Digital Arts Community.
**Contributors**

**Charlie Todd** is the director of Improv Everywhere in New York City, operating since 2001. The comedy performance collective has successfully energized thousands of performers with over 150 projects involving tens of thousands of undercover performers. Highlights include making time stop with the project Frozen Grand Central (2006), thousands of people listening to synchronized instructions over the years for The Mp3 Experiment (2004–), The No Pants Subway Ride (2002–), where participants become random passengers who board the New York Subway in winter without wearing any pants. Improv Everywhere also collaborate with industry, winning the Ex Award for their public artwork The Giant Boombox (2016), where unsuspecting New Yorkers who plugged it in were surprised by a massive holiday dance party with 100 acrobatic dancers, thousands of Christmas lights placed on historic ships and ten hidden snow machines.

**Nanna Verhoeff** is Associate Professor at the department of media and culture studies of Utrecht University. She specializes in screen and interface theory and has written on early cinema as well as mobile screens and media architecture. Her publications include “Urban Cartographies: Mapping Mobility and Presence” (2017); a special issue for *Television & New Media*, edited with Heidi Ray Cooley and Heather Zwicker; *Mobile Screens: The Visual Regime of Navigation* (Amsterdam University Press 2012); and *The West in Early Cinema: After the Beginning* (Amsterdam University Press 2006). With Sigrid Merx and Michiel de Lange she is co-editor of *Urban Interfaces: Media, Art, and Performance in Public Spaces*, a special issue for *Leonardo Electronic Almanac* (MIT Press 2019).

**Rowan Wilken**, is an Associate Professor in Media and Communication and Principal Research Fellow in the Digital Ethnography Research Centre (DERC), RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia. He has published widely on mobile and location-based media. His co-edited and authored books include *Cultural Economies of Locative Media* (forthcoming), *Location Technologies in International Context* (with Gerard Goggin and Heather Horst, 2019), *The Afterlives of Georges Perec* (with Justin Clemens, 2017), *Locative Media* (with Gerard Goggin, 2015), *Mobile Technology and Place* (with Gerard Goggin, 2012), and *Teletechnologies, Place, and Community* (2011). At present, he is preparing two co-authored books: *Digital Domesticity* (Oxford University Press) and *Wi-Fi* (Polity, under contract).

**Clancy Wilmott** is an Assistant Professor in Geography at UC Berkeley. Previously, she was a Lecturer in Human Geography at the University of Manchester. She has published widely on topics such as critical cartography, mobile media and spatial data, and is the author of *Mobile Mapping: Space, Cartography and the Digital* (2018) with Amsterdam University Press.

**Emile Zile** is an artist, filmmaker, and performer. In the darkly comic and critical re-use of online platforms, his work reflects a distributed humanity, a yearning for transcendence and the limits of language. Building on a background of live and single-channel video, his practice utilizes site-specific performance, photography, and filmmaking. Emile has an MFA degree from the Sandberg Institute and in 2012 completed a two-year studio residency at the Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten, Amsterdam. In 2018, he commenced a practice-based PhD at Digital Ethnography Research Centre, RMIT Melbourne. His work is profiled in *Australiana to Zeitgeist: An A to Z of Australian Contemporary Art* (Thames and Hudson 2017). emilezile.com/.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABCD</td>
<td>Asset-Based Community Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAT</td>
<td>Australian Network for Art and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Augmented Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>Australian Research Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIMIA</td>
<td>Australian Interactive Media Industry Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Audio Visual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>Closed-circuit Television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIY</td>
<td>Do it Yourself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIT</td>
<td>Do-it-Together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dLux</td>
<td>Media Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERC</td>
<td>European Research Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETET</td>
<td>Every Thing Every Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Frequency Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>FutureEverything Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTT</td>
<td>Ghana Think Thank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPR</td>
<td>General Data Protection Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCI</td>
<td>Human Computer Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEA</td>
<td>International Symposium of Electronic Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRL</td>
<td>In Real Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keitai</td>
<td>Mobile Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIDAR</td>
<td>Light Detection and Ranging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCVR</td>
<td>Mobile Cinematic Virtual Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mhz</td>
<td>Mega Hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP3</td>
<td>MPEG Audio Layer III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Mixed Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSRIR</td>
<td>Media Society Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>Open Prototyping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>Participatory Action Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QS</td>
<td>Quantified Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Situationist International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNS</td>
<td>Social Networking Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shanzhai</td>
<td>fake, copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sumaho</td>
<td>smartphone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCC</td>
<td>User Created Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOIP</td>
<td>Voice over Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>Virtual Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAP</td>
<td>Wireless Application Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wi-Fi</td>
<td>Wireless Fidelity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLAN</td>
<td>Wireless Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR</td>
<td>Extended Reality/Crossing Reality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MOBILE MEDIA ART
An Introduction

Klare Lanson, Adriana de Souza e Silva, and Larissa Hjorth

Organizing The Companion for Mobile Media Art is a choreography of collaboration, process, and debate. It is a challenging endeavour, to say the least. Unpredictable connections occur when combining the fields of mobile media, creative practice, and contemporary art. With the continuing rise in artists turning towards social practice this century, the role of mobile media as a vehicle for social and critical enquiry and intervention becomes heightened. Mobiles become a way not only to engage alternative publics but also as a way to intercept circuits of culture in which the digital is all-pervasive. Through this turn, we can consider societal impacts on community, subjectivity, and environment. Art historian Claire Bishop considers the holistic role of the digital in relation to contemporary art practice:

Performance art, social practice, assemblage-based sculpture, painting on canvas, the ‘archival impulse,’ analog film, and the fascination with modernist design and architecture … their operational logic and systems of spectatorship prove intimately connected to the technological revolution we are undergoing … the digital is, on a deep level, the shaping condition—even the structuring paradox—that determines artistic decisions to work with certain formats and media.

Far from being a widely accepted and established term, mobile media art is an emerging field that over the years has received multiple overlapping and contradictory definitions. This process complicates mobile media art in ways that are invigorating, contested, and dynamic. The term mobile media art has gained popularity after the locative media boom in the early to mid-2000s. In 2004, Drew Hemment wrote the famous manifesto “Locative Dystopia” that popularized the term locative media, as the social and critical art movement that emerged with the use of positioning technologies—such as global positioning systems (GPS)—as interfaces for artmaking. Followed by artists like Anne Galloway, Marc Tuters, and Kazys Varnelis, and a whole special issue of Leonardo Electronic Almanac in 2006, locative media became a well-known and established term. Over the years, the term mobile media art slowly engulfed locative media as its subset and simultaneously developed to encompass art with diverse forms of mobile media—not only locative.

Mobile media art has relationships with, and genealogies within, other forms of media art—such as video art, electronic poetry and literature, internet art, sound art, film, performance art, game design, and locative media art. It emerges fundamentally from the use of different mobile media as interfaces for artmaking. However, as argued elsewhere, defining mobile media art as art made with mobile technologies is to ignore its most important characteristics. In essence, mobile media art practices critique and support new social, political, cultural, and spatial relationships.
As Mimi Sheller points out, mobile media art activates new practices that unfold in hybrid spaces, that is, spaces that emerge when people, equipped with mobile technologies connected to the internet, are mobile and able to socialize with each other. In short, hybrid spaces blur the boundaries between the physical and the digital. But mobile media art—via its practices, artworks, and performances—also blurs boundaries and creates other types of hybrids and assemblages, such as bodies and information, playful/creative and ordinary spaces, creators and audiences, and public and private, to name a few. In this sense, following Sheller, we understand mobile media art as a way to explore how mobile medialities are creating new affordances for people to navigate public places and built or natural environments through hybrid socialites that are produced by a kind of ‘moving with:' moving with connected technologies, moving with mobile social networks, moving with an awareness of locational relations.

Just like mobile media, mobility is an essential part of mobile media art. Mobile media art as a creative practice can also be understood as mobility itself—having extensive mobility across many academic fields and disciplines of study. However mobilities, as outlined by Sheller, Hannan, and Urry, does not only mean constantly moving around—it includes immobilities, moorings, and the politics of mobility, that is, relationships of power and visibility over who moves and who is able to move. As such, mobile media art is as much about movement and using mobile media, as it is about the lack of movement and access to mobile media. It is about understanding and forgoing our relationships with each other and with the spaces in which we live. It is also about questioning and understanding our relationships to the technologies we use and the power relationships that emerge from their production, use, and appropriation. Thinking through these relations is currently spotlighted by the global COVID-19 pandemic. As we navigate through mobile media practices to work remotely, home-school our children, and stay connected with family and friends during intense periods of physical lockdown, these questions around access and the digital divide become intensely more visible.

Mobile media seems to permeate all aspects of our lives today but interestingly, as media archaeologist Erkki Huhtamo notes, the term mobile media has been absent from most media histories up to the twenty-first century. However, mobile media antecedents can be traced back to the nineteenth century and before. From portable cameras to pocket watches, media has been mobile much earlier than boom boxes, mobile phones, and GPS devices.

And so, what is different now? First, the way new mobile media is appropriated and repurposed for artmaking. Second, the way mobile media became the main interface to connect us to digital networks, and therefore embed digital information into physical spaces. And finally, the way that mobile media plays multiple roles in our lives, as devices used for communication, information access, interacting with urban spaces, and, of course, artmaking.

Mobile media art uses the vehicles of the “mobile” and “media” to frame art practice and intervention. As technologies emerge—from locative media to now automation—mobile media art is literally and metaphorically on hand to provide commentary, encounter the strange, and intervene in debates around intimacy, privacy, placemaking, and the ethics of communication, visibility, and careful practice. It provides both an intimate and public lens for contextualizing lived experience with speculative possibilities. It helps us navigate the uncertainties and ubiquity of networked media as indivisible from the social, material, and environmental. It highlights the role of art to provide a critical space for quotidian inquiry.

In recent decades, artists have continued to expand the boundaries of art as they experiment and engage with an increasingly networked, mobile, and copresent socio-material world. This pluralistic approach to artmaking entangles a range of environmental and political issues, many
revealed within the pages of this book. It is the understanding of these issues through an intersectional and creative approach to sociality, mobility, and technology that enable us to understand how we can activate change and perhaps better prepare ourselves for the future—through process-based methods of seeing, listening, doing, and making. Importantly, artists are generating lively, playful, and imaginative ways of being in a digitally saturated world by performing and experimenting with the everyday; therefore, enhancing dialogue and creating new possibilities for making futures that move across—and through—creative disciplines, vibrant matter, and the affective qualities of more-than-human relationships.

In the face of datafication, automation, and artificial intelligence (AI), mobile media art can provide us with a creative and critical space for reflecting on the role of quotidian agency. An example can be found in Trevor Paglen and Kate Crawford’s #ImageNetRoulette (2019), which subverts a leading facial recognition database to remove more than half a million images. The project seeks to make people aware of the facial recognition biases and to change people’s minds about AI. The project resonates with a subgenre of artists working to creatively subvert social and mobile media technology to make more public awareness. Another example is Egor Tsvetkov’s Your Face is Big Data (2016). In this project, Tsvetkov photographed strangers on St Petersburg’s metro and then used facial recognition software (FindFace2) to identify them on social media.

Mobile media art, in this way, can be understood to highlight the social and cultural dimensions of new automation technologies in ways that put the everyday at the centre.

By collaborating with various forms of mobile technology, people, places, and things, mobile media art attempts to communicate the movement of particular forms of sociality in ways that are often multisensorial in nature, traveling through disparate fields of enquiry such as geography, environment, gender, computer science, sociology, and other areas of the digital humanities. Artists and writers continue to situate mobile media artmaking to be one composed of both material and virtual elements, seeking to create affective modes and alternative ways to consider how lifeworlds flow through a lively balance of social aesthetics and ideals.

Mobile media has also influenced art to shift away from the traditional gallery construct; instead, it incorporates a more dynamic participation within an everyday sociality brought about by digital connectivity. Through playful mobile methods where “pre-existing cultural artifacts are remixed and reformatted, generating a mise-en-abyme of references to previous historical eras,” it can also provide narratives of understanding the affective digital experiences of the past, present, and future. Our general understanding of how we participate temporally within, and over, mobile media platforms is being enhanced through the process of making, signalled through art as an active and mobile methodology. Due to obvious mobility in smartphone usage, no perceptual event or experience can be reduced to one category. Mobile media highlights this idea of diversity more than any other form of digital media because the smartphone is simultaneously co-existing and collaborative.

Understanding the Companion

Mapping mobile media art reveals multiple contested histories, genealogies, and definitions. It is an interdisciplinary field shaped by different factors—cultures, societies, technologies, and practices to name a few. This Companion seeks to engage with some of the many complexities and intricacies as a starting point for further discussion. We have framed some key themes around mobile media art today in ten sections featuring writing from recognized scholars and practitioners in the field. Each section begins with an artist interview to situate and contextualize the key role practice plays in our understanding of mobile media art.

We begin with Mobile Media Art Forerunners in Section one. As stated above, mobile media art has many histories and this section includes relevant historical perspectives on the
development of the field. It starts with Klare Lanson interviewing Golan Levin, who in 2001, developed and performed *Dialtones* at Ars Electronica. *Dialtones* is, up to this day, considered one of the first attempts to use mobile phones as interfaces for artmaking with a focus on sonic and visual patterning. Levin presents a critical view of his early work and looks forward, contemplating future directions for the field.

This interview is followed by media archaeologist Erkki Huhtamo, who argues that mobile media art can be traced through early mobile media interventions spanning a few centuries. He follows the archaeological trail of mobile media art back to portable, wearable, and vehicle-mounted media developed as early as the sixteenth century. Then, Giselle Beiguelman—considered one of the first mobile media artists in Brazil and in the world—takes us on an historical overview of Brazilian and South American early mobile media art in the specific context of emerging economies. While Beiguelman’s work is mostly visual, Cat Hope, in Chapter 4, maps the importance of sound in early mobile media art and how the escalating field of sound studies shifts our listening perceptions. From the early recorded soundscapes of Canadian sound artist Barry Truax to the complex sound-based multimedia walks of British artist Janet Cardiff, Hope outlines early trends that established a path for the way sound is engaged in mobile media art today.

In Section two, *Practicing Mobile Media Art*, Rowan Wilken interviews Matt Adams from Blast Theory, exploring the affective tensions around being lonely in a crowd, feelings of togetherness and isolation, being drawn to interact with others while also desiring to break away, and how these tensions are enacted through mobile media art making with the aim of disrupting public space. For art collectives like Blast Theory, mobile media art is at the intersection of urgent interdisciplinary discussions we need to have about urban public life, surveillance, and agency. Disruption continues in Amparo Lasen and Massimiliano Casu’s chapter that highlights the important role of shared listening practices in public art sound projects in Madrid, through a discussion of *La Romería de los Voltios* (The Pilgrimage of the Volts), an artist collective of collectives, band(width)ing together to celebrate the rise of the portable sound system. Subversion also features in Chapter 7, where Nancy Mauro-Flude turns up the tactics of an activist performance artist in *Bag Lady 2.0* (2007), who roams, collects knowledge and transmits data to an autonomous feminist server for realtime broadcasting. Caitlin McGrane continues the critique of technology in playing out biases and inequalities through an exploration of feminist locative art via the case study of Melbourne-based BE. collective’s *Amplify Your Feminism* (2019) project.

In Section three, *Hybrid Realities*, authors consider the importance of hybrid spaces in constituting understandings and practices of mobile media art. Adriana de Souza e Silva interviews locative media artist Teri Rueb who has for decades made work around wayfaring, including locative media audiowalks that focus on bridging digital location information to physical environment—charting the vital act of listening to place and highlighting the importance of experiential soundings and the subjective “heard.” In Chapter 10, de Souza e Silva and Ragan Glover-Rijkse analyse early telepresence and telecommunication-based art as predecessors of mobile media art practices that engaged the audience in the construction of hybrid spaces—before the emergence of locative media artworks.

In Chapter 11, Shannon McMullen and Fabian Winkler describe their evocative installation *Algorithmic Gardening* (2018) as a way to probe the hybrid infrastructural arrangements that emerge from nature/technology and humans/machines. As such, they speculate how hybrid ways of navigating spaces reveal insights into the future of algorithmic agriculture. Then, in Chapter 12, Joshua McWhirter presents alternative genealogies for augmented reality (AR) practices—from the *Situationist Internationale* (SI) to net art—as early experiments which sought to use geospatial technologies to interrogate the increasing mediation of urban space through networked technologies. McWhirter proposes an alternative view of “hybrid” cities composed of physical and digital elements. This section concludes with a chapter by Brian Massumi, who poetically recounts an
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experiment in urban guerrilla interventions that evolved around Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s large-scale projections on building façades, as part of his early millennial master workshop HUge and MOBILE (HUMO).

Section four takes us into the art of Selfies. As a key subfield of mobile media, selfies have highlighted the ambiguous role of social technology—both exploiting and empowering, both about individual self-expression and socio-cultural politics. This section begins with Lanson interviewing new media performance artist and writer Kate Durbin who takes a snapshot of Hello Selfie (2012–2015) and develops her intention to create a vehicle for critiquing the many gendered aspects of online behaviour and performance rhetorics in relation to social media. Chelsea Butkowski and Lee Humphreys continue the exploration around gender and representation by connecting self-portrait paintings and photographic self(ie) portraits as forms of qualified self. They emphasize the centuries-long process of self-editing and deliberate on the selfie development of “massified” app-based creative filtering in gendered ways, further problematizing visual representations of networked culture. The politics of representation, especially in light of facial recognition and its inherent bias, is powerfully situated in Theresa M. Senft’s Chapter 16, which is a deep dive into Erving Goffman’s “face-work,” creative face mapping, meta-data up for grabs via Google Art, and the poignant case of how this type of face-work affects individuals who live with the condition of Autism. This section concludes with Grant Bollmer’s fascinating investigation of selfies and drones, where the binaries of “figure-ground” and “transparency-obfuscation” are used to discuss how the visual culture of selfies emphasizes social forms of communication, and the material roles of digital culture.

In the next section we turn to Play and Games. Here, the role of mobile media art to push the social, cultural, and political dimensions of play is crucial. The chapters in this section reflect upon play as a multitude of possibilities from a mode of critical enquiry, a set of practices, performative cartography, and creative intervention. We begin with Lanson interviewing Kelli McClusky and Steve Bull from pvi collective, in which they discuss how playful agitation and participatory art can act as a tool for social change, which creatively challenges how power continues to impact society.

We then move to Sybille Lammes and Clancy Wilmott’s considerations of the ongoing entanglement of art and mapping, with a particular focus on mobility. They argue that with the emergence of digital mapping technologies, such as GPS, satellite imaging, wearable interfaces, and Google Earth, there has been a cultural development of artistic mapping practices, embedded in situated locative art performances, and engaged by digital cartographic systems. In Chapter 20, Hugh Davies and Will Balmford tap into playful mobile media art in Australia, including artist workshops run by the Australian Network for Art and Technology (ANAT) and UK collective the-phone-book Limited. Set up in 2000, Ben Jones, Fee Plumley, and Ben Stebbing set about empowering artists, writers, and poets from around the world to come together and create work via their mobile phones. Following this, Ingrid Richardson considers the notion of “ambient play” as a way to critically interpret the complex, creative, and diverse practices emerging from our use of mobile phones as portable game devices. The section ends with Matthew Riley, Troy Innocent, and Rowan Wilken, who invite us into the context of bushland (rather than the default urban setting) to extend the role of location-based augmented reality (AR) mobile gameplay.

Section six explores ideas around Co-Design and Space related to mobile media art. It begins with Lanson interviewing Duncan Speakman who articulately speaks to the poetics of combining narrative-driven sound works specifically composed for uncontrolled public and private spaces. Then, Jacina Leong, Larissa Hjorth and Jaz Hee-jeong Choi expand on debates around self-tracking practices by focussing on how creative interventions are addressing these concerns and changing the conversations. They focus on the work of pioneer locative media artist Hajime Ishikawa who began self-tracking nearly 20 years ago with the introduction of GPS devices.
In Chapter 25, Hemment, Joanna Bletcher, and Saskia Coulson discuss the role of mobile media art as a vehicle for Open Prototyping (OP) and innovation in smart cities. Then, Gretchen Coombs explores how Studio REV co-designs mobile media art projects with their communities, and how mobile apps are created and valued by the carers that use them. In doing so, she proposes an understanding of mobile media in terms of transport vehicles and explores how this changes the way we understand mobile media art. Further complicating the idea of more-than-human, this section concludes with Futomishi Kato’s exploration of mobile media methods as a way for co-designing inventive social practice. For nearly two decades, Kato and his students have visited towns in rural Japan to co-design with older adults as a process of revitalization. Equipped only with the mobile phone for designing and editing purposes, the projects have evolved in sync with the technology.

In Section seven we turn to Sensing New Visualities to consider how mobile media art is changing how we feel about photography with the rise of quotidian visuality apps such as Instagram. Lanson interviews futurist Drew Hemment—one of the key figures to shape digital media and culture—who understands mobile media art as a critical response to phenomenon such as networked, locative media, and the rise of smart cities, and he heralds the crucial role of co-design and collaboration in relation to the innovation lab, FutureEverything. Daniel Palmer then walks us through the museum to reflect how networked media like Instagram are being deployed by artists for political intervention.

In Chapter 30, Edgar Gómez Cruz takes us to the street to consider the role of mobile media in street photography. For example, how does Instagram—and the “instagrammable” moment—change how we experience and see urban spaces? Helen Grace then transports us to the streets of Hong Kong and through the trope of the shanzhai (copy) she asks us to ruminate on the “affective assembly” of this “technovisuality.” This section is concluded by an interview with video and performance artist Emile Zile, who waxes lyrical on the re-coding and re-performance of key works from art history through his dark and humorous breed of platform poetics.

Section eight, Performing the Mobile, takes us to the space of performance and the performative role of the mobile. Lanson interviews Charlie Todd, director of renowned New York-based urban comedy collective Improv Everywhere, who muses on the chaotic joy of unexpected public performance “missions” that amplify the importance of inclusivity. This is followed by discussions on film—Marsha Berry considers “Mobile Films as Mobile Art,” asserting a more than representational experience, while Max Schleser brings us up to speed in relation to the Mobile Cinematic VR (MCVR). Then, in Chapter 36, Camille Baker discusses the paradoxical role of artists in designing around “wearing data” as both a source for inspiration and exploitation. Finally, Martin Rieser extends this line of proprioception by considering how the “networked experience” of mobile media art offers a space for “continual re-orientation.”

In Section nine, we move towards the role of mobile media art in Urban Interventions. We begin with Leong interviewing artist Lauren McCarthy, who talks about her play with automated sensing technologies such as Amazon’s virtual home assistant Alexa. This is followed by sound artist Brian House who critically reflects on his piece Quotidian Record (2013). In this work, House interprets a year’s worth of his own geolocation data, gathered via the mobile phone, as a musical composition presented on a vinyl record.

In Chapter 40, artists Esther Polak and Ivar van Bekkum—who collaborate under the name PolakVanBekkum—develop a new lexicon to think through how film and mobile media art can transform the city into a performative object, a project they developed during 2016–2018 that focuses on the performativity of movement in relation to self. In Chapter 41, Luisa Paraguai and Gilbertto Prado consider the role of borders and mobility (and immobility) in understandings of place. They explore these ideas via their mobile media artwork Encontros (Meetings) (2015), inspired by the confluence of waters from the Negro and Solimões rivers that form the Amazon.
River. To conclude this section, Victoria Szabo explores the affordances of AR technologies for urban experience design, drawing upon historic and current practices for urban exploration apps, as well as emerging possibilities for Digital Cultural Heritage.

We conclude the Companion with Section ten, Critical Making and Future Directions. In this section, authors explore how mobile media art can be both creative and critical, offering space for speculative and applied dimensions. We begin with Hjorth interviewing Kat Jungnickel who discusses how social research and creative practice synergies are being redefined as part of doing critical research, which has recently seen the role of creative practice (or “research creation”) as central in doing impactful research within community and industry. Following this interview, Julia M. Hildebrand and Sheller contemplate the impact camera drones are having on the already contested field of mobile media art through the exploration of “Mobile LIDAR Mediality” as an “Artistic Anti-Environment.” They use the film Where the City Can’t See (2016) as a pertinent example of perhaps the first speculative fiction film shot entirely with Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) laser scanning technology, to bring their thinking around mediality home.

Nanna Verhoeff and Paulien Dresscher then explore how augmented reality (AR) projects publicly hack with the intent of “Artivism,” and then encourage us to run full pelt into the space of extended reality (XR) or as they conceptualize, crossing reality, as a way to reimagine artistic media spaces. Then, Leah Heiss, Matiu Bush, and Marius Foley explore the role of mobile media art, through co-designed tactile tools, to offer ways to create and curate difficult conversations—especially around ideas of dying and grief. This section ends with the role of mobile media art to provide a space for critical intervention in and around datafication. As Hjorth and Sam Hinton investigate through the idea of “playful resistance” in “data futures,” artists are using mobile media art to comment on quotidian technology phenomenon in ways that asks publics to reflect upon the ethical and social implications of being in the world.

This Companion does not seek to include every aspect constituting mobile media art. Rather, it seeks to provide a diversity of perspectives, disciplinary frames, practices, and theories from a variety of contributors spanning all continents across the world. We have sought to curate some of the key themes, approaches, practices, and philosophies informing this interdisciplinary area. And as mobile media goes forth in its ubiquity and pervasiveness, it provides new platforms and contexts for art to be expanded and extended across conceptual terrains, disciplines, modes of enquiry, and creative and critical practices.
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